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In this brochure, we have collected together a number of standard products that are intended for roughly the same target group. We also manufacture similar products in versions according to customer wishes.
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**Industrial railing**
For environments where children are not present.
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**Sectional railing**
Where child safety is a must. The railing can be produced in many different versions.
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**Universal railing**
Simple railing in a standard and childproof design.
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Gangways in modular systems for all imaginable areas.
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**Ramps**
Anti-slip and easy to assemble ramps for accessibility adaptation for the disabled and other applications.
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**Easy to assemble**
Weland industrial railing is very flexible and easy to assemble.
Industrial railing

This industrial railing is manufactured with railing posts in HF HRS bar, 40x40x3 mm, with fixings for side installation or top installation in hot dip galvanised version.

Handrails and intermediate rails are made from Ø 42 mm stainless steel tubes, which are secured to the railing post with handrail clamps and side clamps.

The railing can be obtained in the desired lengths with associated 90° bends for handrails and intermediate rails. The railing components are supplied in loose units for simple assembly on site.
Sectional railing

Weland sectional railing is suitable for a variety of applications such as mezzanines, external corridors, balconies, patios etc.

The railings are manufactured as standard with top and bottom rails in 25x8 mm flat steel with Ø 12 mm round bars, max. opening 100 mm.

Infills of various types such as glass, perforated sheet metal or crenelated grating can also be manufactured to order.

The railing is supplied hot dip galvanised as standard with tube handrail in untreated stainless steel.

Railing infill with bars

Railing infill with perforated plate

Railing infill with crenelated grating

Railing infill with glass
Weland sectional railing can be manufactured with perforated plate railing infill, crenelated grating, glass etc.

We can deliver the sectional railing with recessed LED lighting in the handrail.

Easy to assemble

Weland sectional railing is very flexible and easy to assemble.
Universal railing

Weland universal railing is manufactured in 6 different standard lengths that can be combined to the length of your choice. The construction dimensions for the standard lengths are 400, 500, 700, 1000, 1500 and 2000 mm. The railing bows are manufactured at a height of 1100 mm, and the same bow is used for side installation and top installation. The railing can also be terminated against a wall or post, and there are special wall brackets for this.

The railings can be supplemented with angle or corner railings, construction dimensions 400 x 400 mm, as well as a gate with maximum opening of 1000 mm.

The railings, fixing components and other accessories, such as kick strips and couplings, are stocked items.

Easy to assemble

Weland universal railing is very flexible and easy to assemble.
**Gangways**

**Flex**

Weland has a flexible gangway system that can be easily screwed together during assembly.

The stringers consist of WUC sections in lengths of 2, 3 and 4 metres. The width can be chosen between 600 and 1300 mm at intervals of 50 mm, and the grating that forms the gangways is available in different mesh widths.

The railing, which is Weland’s standard sectional railing, is available in two versions. One with a max. opening of 100 mm and one with intermediate rails. Both handrails and intermediate rails are manufactured from stainless steel tubing.

Fixing can be carried out onto existing brackets or beams, or with adjustable support legs. The maximum distance between supports is 3 metres.
Gangways for the disabled

Weland’s gangways for the disabled are manufactured in grating with mesh width c/c 17 x 75 mm, incl. stringers, railings and supporting legs. The gangways are supplied as easy-to-assemble parts.

All material is hot dip galvanised as standard.

Standard modules are stocked in lengths from 1500 mm and upwards in 500 mm intervals. The modules are available in two widths, 900 or 1300 mm. The incline of the gangways is adjustable, but may not exceed 1:12. If the gangways are longer than 6 metres, they must be provided with a rest landing.
Gangway for the disabled
with childproof railing.

Our gangways for the disabled can be adapted to increase accessibility with contract marking, railings that extend 32 cm beyond the start and end of the gangway, and with spacers between handrails and balusters.
Weland's extensive product range

Grating products
Grating | Gangways for disabled people | Fixings
Kerb angle frames | Plank type flooring, slit plank type flooring | Stair treads and landings

Staircases and railings
Spiral staircases for evacuation and industry
Spiral staircases for indoor applications
Straight flight staircases | Special design and combination staircases | Railings

Mezzanines and gangways
Mezzanines | Gangways

Laser cutting and sheet metal working
Laser cutting of sheet metal and tubes | JUMBO laser cutting of tubes
Gas/Plasma cutting | Water jet cutting | Punching, nibbling and panel folding | Bending | Brush deburring and grinding | Cutting machining | Robot welding etc.

Other products
Cat ladders | Grating furniture | Tag embossing press
Expanded metal | Cold-formed Sigma beams | Surface treatment
Pallet racks | Cantilever racks | Pull-out units

See more at www.weland.se
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